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Financial Summary 

SYMBOL 
EXCHANGE 

ISON 
NASDAQ 

CURRENT PRICE $3.28 

SHARES 
OUTSTANDING 

28.51 MILLION 

MARKET CAP $93.5 MILLION 

52-WEEK RANGE $.87- $6.50 

AVERAGE 
30-DAY VOLUME 

1.31 MILLION 

COVERAGE 
INITIATED 

February 23, 
2005 

RATING Speculative Buy 

18 MONTH PRICE 
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COMPANY BACKGROUND 

 

Isonics Corporation (NASDAQ: ISON) is evolving into a diversi-

fied business conglomerate which has interests in homeland se-

curity, the semiconductor industry and in life sciences.  While 

these are all seemingly different businesses, all of these sectors 

have a common link of high tech research backed by expertise in 

specialty materials and innovative applications of those materi-

als. 

In the homeland security industry, the Company has developed 

a neutron based bomb detection device, labeled the Neutro-

Test™. The Company claims that this innovative detection de-

vice is superior to most detection units on the market and it can 

improve the security of airports, rail-roads and other potential 

terrorist targets by offering better detection of a larger number of 

explosive devices. 
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The Company recently announced that C. Stewart Verdery, Jr., former Assistant Secretary for 

Homeland Security and a prominent Washington, D.C., attorney, has joined its Board of 

Directors. 

 

This announcement follows a similar announcement in July 2005 where the Company had 

named Fortune 500 executive and veteran investment banking professional Dr. Richard 

Hagman to the Company's Board of Directors and as chair of the Board's Audit Committee. 

Although the Company is making its entry into the homeland 

security industry through a potentially winning innovative 

technology, it is taking many other interesting steps to solidify 

its presence in this industry. For example, the purchase of the 

security consultancy company, Personal Protection Security 

Consultants (which generated annual revenues of $13 million in 

the previous year [un-audited]), is a strategic decision that 

should help the Company to ensure the success of its new inno-

vative products. 

Similarly, in the semiconductor industry, the Company has long been a leader in the develop-

ment of Silicon-28 (a special form of naturally occurring silicon) and hopes this isotope will be-

come a commercially-viable alternative in the manufacture of silicon microchips. The Company 

has conducted research which demonstrates that this specialty product may solve many techni-

cal problems—such as heat and conductivity—that chips designed with naturally-occurring sili-

con encounter. 

 

The Company has continued to develop its business in semiconductors by commencing its large 

diameter (12 inches / 300 mm) silicon wafers recovery business. The semiconductor industry 

has grown by a respectable 6% to 7% in the first half of 2005, according to the industry associa-

tion.  For some time, the large diameter silicon wafer reclaim industry has grown much faster 

than this overall industry rate.  For example, Pure Wafer, an existing competitor of Isonics in its 

new reclaim business, claimed a 200% growth in the 300 mm reclaim business.  This foray 

shows that the Company is not depending on any one single product or technology for success 

in its business and growth strategy. 

Recent Appointment 
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These recent back-to-back announcements point to another interesting aspect of the business 

strategy of the Company. Isonics is seeking to strengthen its business presence, and also 

improve the quality of its business processes, by inducting well-known and widely 

experienced professionals to the top of its organization structure. If executed correctly, this 

strategy can create significant shareholder value. 

 

For example, it should be noted that Mr. Verdery brings to Isonics experience in the federal 

government’s efforts to fight terrorism through advances in policy and new technologies.  

This experience should aid Isonics in its development and marketing of its next-generation 

homeland security technologies and services throughout the federal government and other 

public agencies.  Mr. Verdey’s connections and knowledge of the government’s procurement 

processes should help the firm to tailor its offerings to the needs of the government—the 

largest buyer of homeland security equipment and services. 

 

Thus, the appointment of Mr. Verdery is another step in enhancing the presence of the 

Company in the homeland security industry. 

 

Similarly, Dr. Hagman is expected to provide key management services, including 

negotiations and mediations, acquisitions deals and other aspects of corporate governance. 

His particular management interests include operations improvement, capital sourcing, 

strategic planning, and mergers and acquisitions. 

 

Thus, the appointment of Dr. Hagman can be expected to improve the overall corporate 

strategy design and execution, as well as to improve the business processes of the Company. 
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Homeland Security — The unfortunate events like the bombings in July 2005 in  London 

and in Egypt provide a grim reminder of the level of effort required to contain the threat of 

terrorists faced by openly democratic countries throughout the world. 

 

The importance of the homeland security industry and the need for innovative detection de-

vices in the defense against potential threats can never be overstated in the current global po-

litical climate. 

 

The Company is putting in place a sound business strategy for this fast-growing industry, 

which if executed well, can create strong shareholder value and should be able to effectively 

compete against other new entrants into the chemical/explosive detection market such as Snif-

fex, Inc. (OTC.PK: SNFX) and Markland Technologies (OTCBB: MRKL) 

 

 

Semiconductors — The outlook for the semiconductor industry was not perceived to be 

bright at the start of 2005.  However, due to the continuation of growth in many parts of the 

world including the US, demand has been strong for the industry as a whole. According to 

George Scalise, the President of the SIA, “We are encouraged by the fact that sales for the first 

half of this year were up by 6.5 percent over the same period of 2004. The strongest growth in 

2004 occurred in the first half of the year. In contrast, we expect the strongest growth in 2005 

will occur in the second half of the year," 

 

Given the strong surprise in the growth of semiconductor industry; the outlook for the firm’s 

new large diameter silicon wafer reclaim industry should also be considered as positive as it 

should benefit from this trend. 

 

The attention of the reader is drawn to the risk factors mentioned in our initiation report on 

the Company which is available at www.beaconequityresearch.com. 

 

 

Outlook for Homeland Security Industry and Semiconductor 
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Disclaimer 

Beacon Equity Research (otherwise known as BER) is an independent research firm specializ-

ing in small and micro capitalization companies.  BER has no investment banking or consul-

tation conflicts thereby minimizing the inherent conflicts of interest between the research 

analysts and the companies they cover.  BER is not a registered investment advisor or broker 

dealer.  No information in this report should be construed as an endorsement to either buy or 

sell any securities mentioned in this report.  The analyst(s) who prepared this report rely on 

publicly available information which neither the analyst, nor BER, can guarantee to be error-

free or factually accurate.  All conclusions in this report are deemed reasonable and appro-

priate by the author. Beacon Equity Research has been compensated ten-thousand five hun-

dred dollars by Isonics for a six-month enrollment in its research program.  All decisions are 

made solely by the analyst and independent of outside parties or influence.  The Private Se-

curities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 provides investors a “safe harbor” in regard to for-

ward-looking statements.  To fully comply with the requirements of this law, BER cautions 

all investors that such forward-looking statements in this report are not guarantees of future 

performance. Unknown risk, uncertainties, as well as other uncontrollable or unknown fac-

tors may cause actual results to materially differ from the results, performance or expecta-

tions expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.  Investors should exercise 

good judgment and perform adequate due-diligence prior to making any investment.  In ac-

cordance with the “Standards for Independent Research Providers” issued by the FIRST Re-

search Consortium, BER makes the following assertions: ratings and price targets in this re-

port should not be construed as recommendations or stock price predictors.  Conflicts are 

inimical to credible professional research; however, the analysts responsible for this report 

publicly state that they do not own a stake in any of the companies covered in this report.  

Neither they nor principals of this research provider are permitted to trade any form of equi-

ties of companies being covered prior to research being initiated. 

 

Readers of this report are urged to use due diligence in any purchase of security list herein.  

Readers should consult the Company’s SEC filings as well as our initial report on the firm to 

better understand the inherent risks associated with this security. 

 

All material contained in this report is the sole property of Beacon Research Partners, LLC.  
No information contained herein may be copied or reproduced in any manner without the 


